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Abstract
Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR), e.g., based on monoscopic projected imagery on physical three-dimensional (3D) surfaces,
can be particularly well-suited for ad hoc group or multi-user augmented reality experiences since it does not encumber users
with head-worn or carried devices. However, conveying a notion of realistic 3D shapes and movements on SAR surfaces using
monoscopic imagery is a difficult challenge. While previous work focused on physical actuation of such surfaces to achieve geometrically dynamic content, we introduce a different concept, which we call “Synthetic Animatronics,” i.e., conveying geometric
movement or deformation purely through manipulation of the imagery being shown on a static display surface. We present a
model for the distribution of the viewpoint-dependent distortion that occurs when there are discrepancies between the physical
display surface and the virtual object being represented, and describe a realtime implementation for a method of adaptively
filtering the imagery based on an approximation of expected potential error. Finally, we describe an existing physical SAR setup
well-suited for synthetic animatronics and a corresponding Unity-based SAR simulator allowing for flexible exploration and
validation of the technique and various parameters.
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1. Introduction
Spatial augmented reality (SAR) [BR05] has several advantages
over traditional head-worn or hand-held AR systems that makes
it particularly well suited for ad hoc group or multi-user content. SAR has been used for a wide range of applications including telepresence [LWN∗ 11], entertainment (e.g., at theme parks),
training [HDN∗ 15], advertising, architectural design [MPWG05],
and art. SAR does not encumber users with head-worn or carried
devices and has benefits over using simple 2D display surfaces
for group experiences where physicality and related viewpointdependent effects (e.g., eye-gaze) are important. SAR is typically
achieved by displaying light on a physical surface using monoscopic projected imagery [RWLB01] or shaped OLED displays,
as opposed to stereoscopic display systems based on active shutter
glasses, passive stereo preserving polarization, or autostereoscopic
displays, which have their own tradeoffs and downsides.
SAR content is generally static or constrained to motion that remains on or near to the physical display surface, and in some cases
the augmented surface can be physically actuated to achieve larger
motion or deformations [LWN∗ 11,IOT∗ 08]. However, physical actuation comes with several possible drawbacks: added cost and
complexity, higher maintenance, unwanted noise, additional power
requirements, larger footprint, and practical limits on the types of
motion, such as degrees of freedom and deformations.
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In contrast to physical actuation, synthetic animatronics refers to
the concept of conveying geometric movement or deformation of
a SAR object purely through manipulation of the imagery, while
the physical display surface on which the imagery is being shown
remains static. We use the term virtual object when referring to
the virtual content (what we want users to perceive) and physical
display surface to refer to the physical surface on which imagery of
the virtual object (potentially distorted, re-projected, filtered, etc.)
is shown.
When the geometry of the virtual object does not closely match
the physical display surface, there will be apparent, viewpointdependent distortions, with the exception of some trivial cases (e.g.,
a single, head-tracked user). In this paper, we always assume that
visual distortions should be minimized for multiple or non-tracked
users, which means that no perfect computational solution to the
challenge of arbitrary distortion-free viewpoints exists. However,
there are several approaches for trying to minimize the overall misperception due to these distortions, including a one-time optimization of the physical display surface shape and optimization of how
imagery from the virtual object is spatially mapped onto the physical display surface.
In this paper, we present a novel approach, utilizing dynamic filtering of the imagery being shown on the physical display surface to
avoid incorrect shape cues or disturbing visual artifacts in areas of

